
INTRODUCTION

Balangao is the language spoken by the people living in
Natunin Municipality, Mt. Province, Luzon, Philippines. The
term 'Balangao* actually covers two sub-dialect groups: that
of the Barangay areas of Balangao, Botac, Santa Isabel and
Banawel who call their language 'Balangao'; and that of the
Barangay areas of Tonglayan and Alnugan who call their language
Hagi .

Technically these six Barangay areas may be said to speak
the same language for only slight linguistic variations occur
in Hagi along with a few minor vocabulary differences. In Hjisi
the allophonic variations of the central vowels (see Sec. 1.41
do not occur; and b is always palatalized before a_ [f-^a].

Since Balangao represents the wider area, this name was
chosen to represent the area and the language of the people
whose language is described in the following chapters.

The Natunin Municipality Barangay areas of Saliok and
Madokayan are Kalinga dialects; Polag is more closely related
to Kadaklan.

Balangao therefore covers most of Natunin Municipality, ai

it is located at the line of intersection going east from Bontoc
and north from Bagabag, Nueva Vizcaya. Most of the area lies
north of the Siffu river, with Ifugao Province providing the
southern boundary. High mountains border Natunin from the wes
going north-east, with Mt. Amuyao on the south west of that
range, and Mt. Oyayao on the north east.

Dyen does not mention Balangao, possibly because of its
inaccessabili ty and smallness of size. The 1974 census shows
5,844 people living in the Balangao area of Natunin Municipalil

Reid, in 'The Central Cordilleran Subgroup of Philippine
Languages' sees Balangao as coordinate with Ifugao and Bontoc-
Kankanay. This group is coordinate with Kalinga, and at a deep
time depth, all are coordinate with Isinai.

Isinai Kalinga Itneg Bontoc Kankanay Balangao Ifugao

Oral history also reveals that in the beginning only
kaingin farming was done in Balangao with camote being their
chief food. However, this large, beautiful valley with an
abundance of water from mountain streams and many, many pure
water springs quickly gave rise to paddy rice; terraces now fill
the valley, and two crops of rice per year are produced from
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paddles which, as a rule, never dry up.

Rice has been raised in considerable excess of need in the
past. That margin of excess, however, is narrowing with
population increase due to medicine and improved living
standards.

Vegetables and other crops (camote is now equal in status
to vegetables, and corn is a seasonal vegetable) are of
considerably less cultural value than rice. So, although people
are never hungry, malnutrition is a problem because of
improper diet.

There Is no developed source of income for Balangaos, and
now that their children are going on to college, people are
•hard put' to finance them. Some coffee is being sold and also
some rice, especially to Butigui to the east; and pigs are
bought by people from western areas for sacrificing. Old jars,
gongs, dishes, beads and gold earrings are treasured by some
while others are being forced to part with them for economic
reasons.

Access to Balangao in the oast has been a two day hike
from either Barlig (near Bontoc) or out to the east and north.
However, the Catholic Mission has spearheaded a road building
project which brought the first vehicles into Natunin in 1974
from the east via Butigui, Paracelis, Saliok and into Natunin.
The road, however, is not passable in rainy season. The Mission
is continuing the road, which will go west through the mountains
to Barlig following a horse trail which the Americans had made
at the turn of the century.

Socially tribal law exerts a severe justice on
Balangaos, fines being sometimes unreasonable, but they are
always paid and paid immediately. Cases are settled after some
days and nights of arbitration by involved parties with
respected intermediaries. The intermediaries are the true
'in group' leaders of Balangao, and although they are neither
elected nor named as such, they form the highest node in the
hierarchy of status. Abilities to talk, argue, persuade .and

mediate are high social values and almost everyone does some
amount of each.

Civil law is only beginning to be effective, and 'home'
still proves to be a safe place from the 'outside world'.
Headhunting was very popular in the past; and although it is
mostly past, just this year, 1975, two men were killed out on an
expedition.

Religiously the people all, at one time, were anamists,
sacrificing pigs and chickens to the spirit powers who kept them
constantly uneasy and duly fearful. In 1923 the first
missionary to the area started- making treks into Balangao.
Fr. Marcel A. Ghysebrechts of the Catholic Church, CICM, worked
out of Bontoc and built chapels all along the old American horse
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trail, including Natunin and Saliok. The Jehovah's Witnesses
and the Anglicans have a small following; Espiritistas have
more. More recently, [due to Bible translation in the area,]
a number of groups of loosely organized, somewhat Protestant
groups have spring up. A good deal of syncretism, however,
exists in most of these groups.

Oral history tells us that ancestors of certain Balangaos
came from Ifugao, Bontoc or Kalinga. However, each says that
there were already people here when they arrived. Those from
Ifugao, most accessible from the south south east, were
fleeing from small pox; some, however, came looking for land
to farm. Newell suggests that Balangaos are Ifugaos who left
their place gods and thereby became more susceptible to new
ways. ..a trait notably different than their Ifuago and Bontoc
neighbors.
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